Feedback from AFAM Institution

PILOT PROJECT
QUALITY ASSURANCE IN STATE AFAM INSTITUTIONS
In order to define an effective Standards Model for the periodic evaluation of State AFAM Institutions and get to Guidelines, procedures and tools that are as shared as far as possible through a participatory approach, ANVUR has developed a form to collect feedback and suggestions from Institutions participating in the Pilot Project "Quality Assurance in State AFAM Institutions".

Feedback is collected by the UO AFAM and shared with the ANVUR Governing Board
The questionnaire is anonymous.

1. THE QUALITY ASSURANCE STANDARDS MODEL
   [Please provide your own reflection/assessment and/or suggestions with respect to the Model used containing the QA Standards being tested]
   
   Inserisci la risposta

2. THE INSTRUMENTS USED
   [Please provide your own reflection/assessment and/or suggestions with respect to the Self-Assessment Report used]
   
   Inserisci la risposta

3. THE PROCEDURES
   [Please provide your own reflection/assessment and/or suggestions with respect to the procedural steps followed: Self-Assessment Report - On site visits- Preliminary report-Observations and complaints, Final Report]
   
   Inserisci la risposta

4. INTERACTIONS WITH THE PANEL OF EVALUATION EXPERTS
   [Please provide your own reflection/assessment and/or suggestions with respect to the interactions with the Panel of Evaluation Experts -CEV and ANVUR]
   
   Inserisci la risposta

Invia